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[57] ABSTRACT 

A diver has a gaseous life support system that delivers 
breathing air to the diver’s face that automatically is 
maintained at approximately the hydrostatic pressure 
of the water. depth in which he is situated. Secured to 
the diver’s body, for example, to his helmet, are equip 
ment housings for cameras, electric lights, magnetom 
eters, or other instruments. Conduits connect these 
instrument housings to the atmosphere breathed by 
the diver so that they are pressurized at approximately 
the hydrostatic pressure, that would otherwise crush 
them. Not only can the housings be lightly con 
structed, because of this absence of crushing forces, 
but the conduit connections are short and close to the 
diver's body so that they will not become entangled as 
the diver works. Electric control wires may pass 
through the pressurizing conduits. 

8 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures 
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DIVER’S PRESSURIZED EQUIPMENT HOUSINGS 
This is a continuation in-part of my co-pending appli 

cation. Ser. No. 367.586. filed June 6. 1973. and a con 
tinuation of my co-pending application, Ser. No. 
456.204. ?led Mar. 29. 1974. 
This invention relates to housings carried on the body 

of an underwater diver which are pressurized by the at 
mosphere which the diver breathes. 
Waterproof housings are used by divers for various 

purposes: for still and motion picture cameras. lights 
and batteries for illuminating photographic subjects. 
television cameras. and the like. Commercial divers 
also have a need for television cameras so that an ex 
pert on the surface can inspect the equipment under 
water being worked upon and to monitor and supervise 
the work of the divers. Heretofore. these compartments 
have had to be strongly constructed to withstand the 
large pressures encountered. especially below 100 feet 
in depth. These housings have usually been in the form 
of very strong tanks constructed to withstand these 
pressures and open on one end and ?tted with equally 
strong windows on the open ends for cameras. lights. 
BIC. 

An attempt has been made to reduce this structural 
strength by pressurizing the housings with the supply 
air of the diver. 
These pressurized housings have had to have hoses 

connected to them. causing an ever present safety ha 
zard of entanglement to the diver. Furthermore. they 
have had to be held manually as with self-sufficient un 
derwater housings. impeding the work of the diver. For 
these reasons they have never been commercially suc 
cessful. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

I have discovered that cameras. lights and other de 
vices may be mounted on the diver's helmet in low 
strength housing and that the proximity to the diver’s 
breathing air makes possible very short connections by 
which these compartments may be pressurized. By 
mounting the compartment on the diver's head. or 
other part of his body. his hands are free to perform any 
desired task. There is little danger of entanglement be 
cause the hoses and conduits are short and close to the 
diver's body. No separate air pressure regulator is nec 
essary because the air breathed by the diver is always 
at the right pressure to balance against the hydrostatic 
pressure to which the housing is subjected. The housing 
can be weakly constructed because the diver’s breath~ 
ing atmosphere is always within a pound or two of the 
hydrostatic pressure. There is no need to make the 
compartment walls ?exible and the compartment may 
be ?xedly attached to the diver. For scuba diving where 
helmets are not used. the compartment may be 
strapped directly to the diver’s head. 

I have also discovered that the same conduit by 
which air pressure is supplied to the housing can be 
used to supply energizing or control electric current, or 
both. Further. the use of a self-sealing disconnect cou 
pling connecting the cliver’s breathing atmosphere and 
the compartment assures perfect safety for the diver in 
case the pressurizing tube or conduit is cut or punc 
tured. The diver then merely disconnects the discon 
nect coupling and the coupling seals off outside water. 

It is therefore a general object to provide pressurized 
compartments for a diver that are fastened directly to 
his body. 
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2 
Other objects. advantages and features of the inven 

tion will be apparent in the following description and 
claims. considered together with the drawings forming 
an integral part of this speci?cation in which 
FIG. I is an elevation side view of a full face mask 

and wet helmet for a diver wherein there is incorpo 
rated on the top of the wet helmet a pressurized com 
partment or housing embodying the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the device of FIG. 

I, but with the helmet in full section to show the com 
partment and the method by which the compartment is 
pressurized and electrical energy delivered to it. 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view along the line III—III of 
FIG. 1, showing the construction of the self-sealing dis 
connect coupling in a schematic manner. and showing 
also the electrical conductor which is connected and 
disconnected as the disconnect coupling is operated. 
FIG. 4 is a front view of the full face mask of FIG. I 

and its accompanying helmet having an equipment 
housing in the top and showing further a four-wire 
communication and power supply cable. 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view along a horizontal section 

of a housing similar to that of FIG. 2 wherein a televi 
sion or video camera is disposed and in addition to an 
electrical supply and/or control conductor there is a 
co-axial cable which leads a video or television signal 
to the surface. 
FIG. 6 is a front view of a diver using a scuba or 

upper half face mask wherein a pressure conduit leads 
to a housing strapped to his head. 
FIG. 7 is a front view of a waterproof diver's helmet 

having a face window and an upper view window and 
having a waterproof housing secured to the top thereof 
embodying the invention. 
FIG. 8 is a side view ofthe waterproof helmet of FIG. 

7 showing the housing in full section. 
FIG. 9 is an elevation view ofa diver's face mask hav 

ing removably mounted thereon a wet type of protec 
tive diver’s helmet having an instrument compartment 
pressurized and valved by breathing gas in accordance 
with the invention. 
FIG. 10 is a front view ofthe diving head gear of FIG. 

9. 
FIG. 11 is an elevation view of a modi?ed form of the 

invention wherein a helmet compartment is pressurized 
directly from a source of gas rather than indirectly 
through the nose¢mouth area. 
FIG. 12 is an elevation view of a submarine having 

secured thereto a lightly constructed instrument con< 
tainer having its own source of gas under pressure to 
equalize the compartment with the hydrostatic pres 
sure. 

A full face mask 10 has secured thereto a wet helmet 
II by any suitable means. such as headed pins 12 pro 
jecting from the face mask 10 and being engaged by a 
keyhole slot member 13 at the top and notch members 
14 at the side. An elastic strap 16 may engage the lower 
back of the helmet II and be secured to another pair 
of projecting pins 12. The wet helmet Il may have a 
plurality of apertures 17 therein to prevent the helmet 
from being buoyant. 
Referring particularly to FIGS. 2 and 4, there is pro 

vided in accordance with the invention a watertight 
compartment 18 in the top of the helmet 11, and this 
compartment is provided with a waterproof window 19. 
Disposed within the compartment 18 is any suitable 
piece of apparatus. and for illustrative purposes there 
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is shown a light bulb 2I surrounded by a re?ector 22 
to direct light outwardly from the window. The re?ec 
tor and light may be so positioned as to cast light di 
rectly in front of the diver to illuminate any subject 
matter upon which he may be working. The compart 
ment I8 is formed by the walls ofthe wet helmet II and 
the front window I9, and these form a housing for the 
light and re?ector. This housing is pressurized by a tube 
or conduit 23 leading from a lower part of the face 
mask I0 to the housing forming the compartment I8 to 
thereby pressurize the housing so that it is subjected to 
practically no exterior pressure. 
The face mask and housing are designed to accom 

modate only one or two pounds per square inch. and 
when the usual factors of safety are used this is multi‘ 
plied by three or four. The term “lightly constructed” 
describes in this speci?cation apparatus designed only 
to accommodate this differential in normal working 
pressure between the face mask and the ambient hy 
drostatic pressure. 
The light 21 may be energized by means of a conduc 

tor 24 passing through the conduit 23 and leading from 
the rear of the compartment 18 may be a second con 
ductor 26 which is connected to the keyhole plate 13. 
which makes contact with the metallic pin 12, which. 
in turn. is connected by a ?at conductor 27 to a termi 
nal or binding post 28 on the face plate. The conductor 
24 passing through the conduit 23 may be connected 
to a binding post or terminal 29. The conduit 23 may 
be of transparent plastic. for example. and for this rea 
son the conductor 24 is shown as a solid line. 
The housing enclosing the light 21 is subjected to 

very little pressure. inasmuch as an automatic air pres 
sure regulator 31 on the face plate adjusts pressure that 
the diver breathes to that of the hydrostatic pressure of 
the water in which the diver is working. This pressure 
is present in the conduit 23 to pressurize the interior of 
the housing I8, despite the fact that the entire housing 
18 is surrounded by water of great pressure, depending 
upon the depth at which the diver is working. 
The full face mask of FIGS. 1 through 4 may be of 

any desired construction and may include a rigid shell 
32 of metal or plastic to which is secured a soft cushion 
seal 33 that engages the diver’s face. The diver looks 
through a transparent window 34. Various types of in 
ternal controls for the air ?ow may be employed. in 
cluding a cup that goes over the nose and mouth of the 

diver if this is desired. 
Provided particularly in accordance with the inven 

tion is the means by which the pressure tube or conduit 
23 is connected to the face mask 10. As shown in more 
detail in FIG. 3. the ?exible conduit 23 may be con 
nected to a rigid elbow 35, which. in turn. is inserted 
in a disconnect coupling 36. These disconnect cou 
plings are standard hardware in the hydraulic industry 
and the type preferred is of the self-sealing type having 
a seal 37 which closes off the opening through the mask 
wall 32 when the elbow 34 is removed from the discon 
nect coupling. Also shown in FIG. 3 is the structure by 
which the conductor 24 is energized in the disconnect 
coupling. A web 38 supports a pin 39 which engages a 
cup shape 4I upon which the seal 37 is mounted. and 
this cup is connected to a wire 24 on the interior of the 
face plate. A compression spring 41 urges the seal 37 
to the right in FIG. 3 when the pin 39 and the elbow 34 
are removed from the disconnect coupling. 
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Referring to FIG. 5. there is illustrated a modi?ed 

form of the housing 18 of FIGS. I, 2 and 4, wherein a 
housing 42. including a window 43, encloses a televi 
sion camera or video camera 44. This camera may be 

energized and/or controlled by a conductor 44 passing 
through a pressurizing conduit 46 and the signal from 
the video camera 44 may pass out through a coaxial 
cable 47. This coaxial cable is preferably lashed to the 
air hose of the diver. along with the communications 
cable. and hence leads to the surface where an expert 
on a ship may watch the work of the diver and direct 
him by telephone. and further may survey equipment 
at the bottom of the water by means of this video cam 
era while the diver is working. 
The control of a light, camera, or both. or any other 

equipment disposed in the waterproof housing may be 
accomplished by various methods. and there is illus 
trated in FIGS. 4 and 5 a manual switch 48 and 49 re 
spectively which may be located at the hand of the 
diver by passing through his diving suit. or may be lo 
cated on his body immediately adjacent his head, 
wherein a manual pressing by the diver will close or 
open the switches. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4 is a communications and 
energy cable 51 which is standard in the diving indus 
try. Three-conductor and four-conductor cables are 
common. and cables with any number of conductors 
can be supplied. There is illustrated a wire 27 in this 
cable which is connected to a battery or other source 
of electric current. and a second wire 24 which may be 
variously connected as by ground or otherwise to the 
source of electricity. These two wires complete a cir 
cuit through the binding posts 28 and 29 and the switch 
48 to energize the particular piece of equipment 21 lo 
cated in the housing I8. 

Illustrated in FIG. 6 is the application of the inven 
tion to scuba diving equipment. In scuba diving the 
mouth of the diver is not covered with a mask, and in 
stead a diver 52 may have a demand regulator 53 held 
in his teeth or by his lips supplied by an air tube 54. The 
diver may wear a half face mask 56 which covers his 
nose and his eyes. The pressure present in the diver‘s 
mouth will be present inside of the half face mask 56 
by virtue of the communication from the diver‘s mouth 
to his nose through his internal passages. Leading from 
the half face mask 56 is a conduit 57 connected to a 
housing 58 held to the diver’s head in any suitable fash 
ion. as by straps 59. The housing 58 may contain any 
desired piece of equipment. for example. a camera 61 
which may be controlled manually or electrically and 
there is illustrated an external switch 62 which may be 
manually pressed by the diver to either manually oper 
ate the camera 61 or close a switch which will energize 
the particular camera or light by means of its own inter 
nal batteries or by means of electric power located else 
where. To assist the diver 52 in making photographs 
with the equipment 61. a registration mark 63 may be 
placed on the window of the half face mask 56. The 
housing 58 will be pressurized at the same pressure as 
the hydrostatic pressure to which the diver is subjected 
because of the automatic pressure control device 53. 
Illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8 is the application of the in 
vention to a waterproof diver’s helmet or a so-called 
“hard-hat" helmet which generally is light in weight 
and made of plastic. Buoyancy is a particular problem 
with such waterproof helmets. and any air inside of the 
helmet more than that occupied by the diver’s head will 
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cause the entire diving suit to become buoyant. requir 
ing additional weights to be carried by the diver. Ac 
cordingly. the hard-hat helmet is made as small as pos 
sible, consistent with comfort and operation of the 
diver. 

Referring still to FIGS. 7 and 8. a hard shell helmet 
63 may have a front face plate 64 and an upper window 
66 which enables the diver to have a full ?eld of vision 
by moving his head without moving the helmet. The in— 
side of the helmet 63 is maintained by automatic pres— 
sure devices (not shown) and this pressure may be 
passed by a conduit 67 to a housing 68 secured to the 
top of the helmet 63. The housing 68 may have an in 
ternal partition 69 to make the usable compartment as 
small as possible to reduce buoyancy and an aperture 
71 is provided in the remaining portion of the housing 
68 so that air will not be trapped therein. A window 72 
is provided in the front of the housing. and projecting 
downwardly therefrom are a pair of pins 73 which ?t 
into mating holes in the helmet 63. A screw or other 
fastener 74 may hold the rear of the housing 68 to the 
top of the helmet. Any suitable equipment or mecha 
nism may be placed in the waterproof compartment. 
and there is illustrated a lightbulb 76 energized by a 
conductor 77 passing through the conduit 67. The right 
portion ofthe housing 68, as viewed in FIG. 8, is main 
tained to streamline the compartment 68 to the helmet 
so that it will not catch in any equipment upon which 
the diver is working. 

OPERATION 

The invention is useful, not only for sports divers, but 
commercial divers as well. The invention makes it pos 
sible to illuminate the work of the diver which generally 
is necessary for dives over 50 feet in depth, by installing 
a light in the housing. A video camera disposed in the 
housing will enable an expert located on a boat on the 
surface to monitor the work of a diver and. in addition. 
inspect the equipment. This is especially desirable in oil 
equipment work on the ocean bottom where opening 
the wrong valve or removing the wrong ?tting might re 
sult in injury to the diver, or injury to the equipment. 
or result in a pollution hazard. 

Referring to FIGS. I through 5, while above water. 
the diver first places over his face the full face mask 10 
and then hitches on his helmet II by having the key 
hole slot in plate 13 engage the mask pin 12. The ten 
sion band 16 is then hooked over its pins 12 pulling the 
notch plates 14 against their pins 12. The pressure con 
duit 23 is next connected to the face mask air supply 
by inserting the elbow 35 (FIG. 3) into the disconnect 
coupling 36. This not only communicates the interior 
of the face mask with the instrument housing 18, but 
also connects the electric wire 24 inside the conduit 23 
(which may be clear plastic) to the electrical supply of 
the face mask by wire pin 39 contacting socket 41. 
Referring to FIG. I, the diver then connects his four 

wire cable 51 to the cable which leads from his tender 
boat, then connects his air supply, and the diver steps 
into the water. When it is desired to illuminate the light 
21, the diver manually closes switch 48 which closes 
the circuit from the two wires 24 and 27 in the four 
wire cable 51. As the diver descends in depth in the wa 
ter. the hydrostatic pressure increases to which he is 
subjected. This is offset by a corresponding increase in 
the pressure of the air (or oxygen-gas mixture) which 
he breathes. This gas pressure is automatically con 
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trolled by the regulator 31 or other regulator. This 
pressure is transmitted through the disconnect coupling 
36 to the conduit 23 and the interior 18 of the housing 
is pressurized to the same pressure as the face mask I0. 
Since the diver’s air pressure is always within a pound 
or two of the hydrostatic pressure, the housing 18 may 
be lightly constructed. 
There is little danger of breaking or entangling the 

conduit 23 because it is close to the diver’s body and 
short in length. If through any accident the helmet is 
torn off, or the tube 23 punctured or broken. the ?ow 
of water into the face mask may be immediately 
stopped. The diver does this by manually disconnecting 
the elbow 34 (FIG. 3) from the disconnect coupling 36, 
whereupon the seal 37 seals off the face mask 10. 
The video camera of FIG. 5 may be operated by the 

diver closing the manual switch 49. The video signal 
from the camera travels over cable 47 to the surface 
where it may be viewed on a television monitor. or may 
be recorded for future use. or both. 
The scuba face mask of FIG. 6 receives the breathing 

air pressure from the regulator 53 via the diver’s nasal 
passages. This pressure is transmitted by the conduit 57 
to the instrument housing 58 held to his head by the 
straps 59. To operate the camera 6], the diver merely 
presses on the control button 62 which may be me 
chanical or electrical. The registration mark 63 on the 
window of the half face mask 56 makes it possible to 
align the camera lens by the diver tilting his head until 
the mark 63 aligns with the desired subject matter. 

Referring to FIGS. 7 and 8. the housing 68 is first at 
tached to any convenient part of the helmet, for exam 
ple. the top, by the screw 74 and the pins 73. The pres 
surizing conduit 67 is next connected to the helmet. 
This hard hat helmet is next connected to the diver’s 
suit to make the suit watertight. the air hose is con 
nected. and the diver enters the water. A suitable 
switch (not shown) may be located inside the helmet to 
be operated by striking the divers head against it, or 
internal wires may lead to any convenient spot under 
the diving suit (including the diver’s gloves) to be man 
ually operated by the diver. In this fashion any desired 
instrument 76 located in the housing 68 may be ener 
gized or operated. 
Some instruments, however, generate gasses that are 

noxious and frequently poisonous to the diver. With 
free communication of gas between the instrument 
compartment and the breathing supply. contamination 
results under working conditions at constant hydro 
static pressure and during times of decreasing hydro 
static pressure, as during an ascent. For example, when 
the diver ascends from the bottom to the surface. he 
must constantly decrease his breathing gas pressure as 
the hydrostatic water pressure decreases with decreas 
ing depth. This is done automatically by venting gas 
from his helmet or face mask. However, the instrument 
compartment must also decrease its pressure or else it 
will explode. Heretofore, there has been communica 
tion to the breathing supply and gas from the instru 
ment compartment flows back into the diver‘s helmet 
or face mask for venting. In this fashion contamination 
occurs and poisoning of the diver results. 

I have discovered and devised a valving system so 
that this back flow will not occur. In summary. I pro 
vide an independent vent to the water for the instru 
ment housing. Further. I provide a one-way ?ow from 
the breathing gas supply to the compartment. I protect 
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the compartment vent so that water cannot flow into 
the compartment. In this fashion the compartment is 
fully vented. yet safe from water intrusion that would 
damage the instruments. 
Referring to FIGSv 9 and 10, there is illustrated a div 

er’s face mask 110 having secured thereto a protective 
helmet 111 of the wet type and the mechanical connec 
tion between them may include a hinge 112 and a 
shock cord 113 which pulls the lower part of the helmet 
111 against stop pins 114. To place the face mask 110 
over the face of a diver. the shock cords 113 are manu 
ally unhooked from their pins 115, whereupon the hel 
met 111 is swung counter-clockwise about its hinge 
112, as viewed in FIG. 9. 
The electrical connections to the head gear of FIGS. 

9 and 10 may be by means of a multi-pronged connec 
tor 116 to which is connected a cable 117 which passes 
to the interior of the face mask 110, whereupon the 
wires in the cable 117 are divided and one part goes to 
earphones connected by a cable 118 and another part 
passes through an external cable 119 to a compartment 
121 provided particularly in accordance with the in» 
vention. Any suitable instruments or other devices may 
be placed in the compartment or housing 121, includ 
ing an illumination light 122 and a television camera 
123. The front of the compartment 121 may be formed 
of clear glass or clear plastic 124, or the front plate 124 
may be opaque and suitable lenses or cover plates may 
be mounted in this front plate 124 for the various in 
struments in the compartment. The cover plate 124 - 
may be secured to the compartment or housing 121 by 
screws 125. 
Breathing atmosphere is supplied to the face mask 

110 by a hose (not shown) connected to a supply valve 
126. which in turn delivers breathing gas to a tube 127 
connected to a demand regulator 128 on the front of 
the face mask. Connected to the interior of the face 
mask 110 is a conduit 129 which leads to the instru 
ment compartment 121. By referring particularly to 
FIG. 9, it will be noted that the compartment 121 has 
a lower wall 131 in which is located a check valve 132 
to which the conduit 129 is connected. Accordingly, air 
can ?ow only in one direction through the conduit 129, 
namely, from the face mask to the compartment 121. 
Also disposed in this same lower wall 131 is a check 
valve 133 which allows air to flow in one direction only 
from the compartment to the interior of the wet helmet 
111. The wet helmet 111 contains a number of holes or 
perforations 134, and the gas escaping from the check 
valve 133 reaches one of these openings 134 and ex 
hausts to the exterior of the helmet into the water in 
which the diver is operating. 

OPERATION OF FIGS. 9 and 10 

The operation of the apparatus of FIGS. 9 and 10 is 
as follows: when the diver is on the surface the screws 
[25 may be removed from the cover plate 124 on the 
compartment or housing 121 to gain access to the inte 
rior thereof. Any suitable instruments may be placed in 
this compartment. and there is illustrated the illuminat 
ing light 122 and the video camera 123. These are con 
nected up to suitable electrical controls which lead 
from the housing 121 through the cable 119 to the inte 
rior of the face plate 110. They could. of course, lead 
directly ‘to a control cable without going through the 
face mask 110. When the cover plate 124 is replaced 
and the housing 121 made watertight, then the shock 
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8 
cord 113 is disconnected from its retaining pins 115 
and the protective helmet 111 is swung counter 
clockwise in FIG. 9 about its hinge 112. Thereafter. the 
face mask 110 is placed over the face of the diver, the 
helmet 111 swung clockwise until it strikes the stop 
pins 114 and the shock cord 113 is then hooked about 
its pins 115. Suitable electrical connections are made 
by the connector 116 and a source of breathing gas is 
obtained by connecting the hose to the valve 126. 
The diver then descends and as he descends the vari 

ous valving for the face mask 110 automatically deliv 
ers breathing gas to the interior of the face mask at a 
pressure which equals the hydrostatic pressures that 
are present at different portions of the descent. This 
pressure is conducted by the tube 129 to the interior of 
the housing 121. Accordingly, the housing 121 is auto 
matically equalized in pressure also so that there is very 
little or no compression present on the housing 121 due 
to hydrostatic pressure. Inasmuch as the valving is usu 
ally designed to regulate pressure on the interior of the 
face mask at one to two pounds per square inch above 
the prevailing hydrostatic pressure, the stress on any 
part of the equipment is extremely low. 

Divers now commercially operate at depths of l .000 
feet, at which the hydrostatic pressure of the water 
would be about 600 pounds per square inch. The face 
mask and housing 121 are designed to accommodate 
only I or 2 pounds per square inch, and when the usual 
factors of safety are used, this is multiplied by three or 
four. The term “lightly constructed“ describes in this 
speci?cation apparatus designed only to accommodate 
this differential in normal working pressure between 
the face mask and the ambient hydrostatic pressure. 
This is in contrast to the 600 pounds per square inch 
which. if it were resisted, would call for massive con 
struction of the compartment 121 with its consequent 
expense, bulk, and weight, particularly when the diver 
is out of the water. 
When the diver reaches his operating depth, the air 

will cease to flow through the conduit 129 to the hous 
ing 121. However, operation of some instruments gives 
rise to noxious gasses and television cameras, for exam 
ple, give rise to ozone, which can be poisonous if it is 
returned to the face mask. The check valve 132 pre 
vents any such ozone from going backward in the con 
duit 129 to the face mask and, hence, protects the 
breathing atmosphere of the diver. This breathing at 
mosphere is usually made up of exotic gasses. particu 
larly for the greater depth, and may for example be a 
mixture of oxygen and helium. For this reason the gas 
breathed by the diver is not referred to as “air." but in 
stead as “gas.” If the ozone or other gasses generated 
in the housing 121 exceed the usual differential of l to 
2 pounds per square inch. then the check valve 133 will 
open and allow this gas to be vented to the interior of 
the wet helmet 111 where it exits through apertures 
134 to the water in which the diver is operating. 
When the diver ascends. it is necessary to vent off the 

air in his face mask to the water to reduce the gas pres 
sure as the ambient hydrostatic pressure reduces with 
increasing heights. While the diver’s face mask could 
be vented to water through the tube 129 and the check 
valve 133, it is presently preferred to have the normal 
face mask air exhaust valve 130 operate for the diver's 
face mask 110. Accordingly, the check valve 133 will 
vent gas in the interior of the housing 121 as the cheek 
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133 opens in response to its designed release pressure 
of l to 2 pounds per square inch. 

FIG. ll 

Illustrated in FIG. 11 is a modi?ed form of the inven 
tion wherein the instrument housing and the diver's 
face mask obtain their gas supply from independent 
hoses. A pair of scuba tanks 140 may be strapped to the 
diver by any suitable means. such as straps 141, and a 
gas outlet 142 may lead to a Y 143 from which one 
hose 144 leads to an instrument housing 146 and a sec 
ond hose 1447 leads to a face mask 148. The face mask 
may have the usual diver's exhaust valve 149. 
The conduit 144 is connected at the housing 146 to 

a check valve 151, which permits air to flow only into 
the housing 146. Provided on the top of the housing 
146 at 152 is an exhaust check valve which is designed 
to release pressure only when the differential inside of 
the compartment or housing 146 exceeds the design 
pressure of one to three pounds per square inch, for ex 
ample. The instrument housing 146 may be mounted 
on any suitable strap or support and is illustrated as 
being secured to a protective diver’s helmet 153. 
The operation of the device of FIG. 11 is as follows: 

gas from the tanks 140 passes through the conduit 144 
through check valve 151 into the housing 146. If gas is 
generated by any instruments or upon ascent. gas will 
escape through the check valve 152 without going 
backward down the hose 144 to contaminate the div 
er’s breathing supply which passes through the hose 
147 to the face mask 148. In this connection. the tanks 
140 may have suitable regulators 145 for delivering gas 
at a pressure just slightly above the ambient hydrostatic 
pressure. 

FIG. 12 

Illustrated in FIG. 12 is an exploration type of subma 
rine 160 propelled by a protected propeller 161 and 
trailing from the rear thereof may be a cable 162 to 
which is connected a lightly constructed instrument 
package 163. This instrument housing 163 has its own 
pressure container and built-in regulator 164 which 
maintains pressure inside the housing 163 at a few 
pounds per square inch above the ambient hydrostatic 
pressure. Gas pressure inside the instrument housing 
that exceeds a predetermined differential may be 
vented to the water by a relief valve 165 set at any de 
sired predetermined pressure. 
The instrument package of FIG. 12 permits the hous 

ing to be very lightly constructed and, for example, may 
be made of plastic so that sensitive instruments therein, 
such as magnetometers, will not be in?uenced by any 
metal of the housing as the instrument package is 
moved with respect to the ocean bottom 166. 
While the invention has been described with respect 

to several presently preferred embodiments thereof, as 
required by the Rules. it is not limited to these embodi 
ments. which are purely illustrative. Accordingly, there 
is included within the scope of the appended claims all 
variations and modi?cations that fall within the true 
spirit and scope of the invention. For example, the in 
vention is applicable to scuba gear wherein breathing 
gas is delivered by a tube directly to a diver’s mouth 
and the instrument housing may be connected to the 
tube. Or the instrument housing could be connected to 
the scuba face mask which communicates with the div 
er’s gas supply through the diver's nose. 
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10 
I claim: 
1. Diving equipment of the type where the gas pres 

sure breathed by the diver is substantially the same as 
the hydrostatic pressure of the water depth at which he 
operates. comprising: 

a. means for providing an air space for the face of a 
diver at the region of at least one of his mouth and 
nose; 

b. an air supply means connected to the air space 
means. said air supply means including pressure 
regulating means for regulating the pressure deliv 
ered to the air space means to be always within 
about I or 2 pounds of the hydrostatic pressure; 

0. a windowed watertight housing lightly constructed 
to withstand only about said I or 2 pounds per 
square inch pressure; 

(1. means for securing the housing to the diver’s body; 
e. a conduit connecting the interior of the housing to 

the interior of the air space means; and 
f. a light utilizing apparatus disposed in the windowed 

housing, whereby said lightly constructed housing 
is subject only to the differential pressure deter 
mined by the difference between the hydrostatic 
pressure and the internal pressure on the housing. 
and whereby the diver's hands are free and relieved 
of the necessity to hold the housing. 

2.‘Diving equipment as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
the air space means is a watertight helmet enclosing the 
diver's head. 

3. Diving equipment of the type wherein the gas pres 
sure breathed by the diver is substantially the same as 
the hydrostatic pressure of the water depth at which the 
diver is operating. comprising: 

a. a face mask; 
b. an air supply means connected to the interior of 
the face mask, said air supply means including reg 
ulating means for regulating the pressure delivered 
to the mask to within about one or two pounds of 
the hydrostatic pressure; 

c. a helmet for placing over the head of the diver; 
d. a windowed watertight housing lightly constructed 

to withstand pressures only about l to 2 pounds per 
square inch and secured to the helmet with the win 
dow facing forward; 

e. a conduit connecting the interior of the face mask 
to the interior of the housing; and 

f. light utilizing apparatus disposed in the windowed 
housing whereby the housing may be lightly con 
structed because it is subjected only to the differen 
tial pressure determined by the difference between 
the hydrostatic pressure and the internal pressure 
in the face mask and whereby the diver's hands are 
free. 

4. An underwater video system comprising; 
a. a diver’s helmet; 
b. a lightly constructed watertight windowed housing 
secured to the helmet designed to withstand pres 
sures only about 1 to 2 pounds per square inch; 

c. a gas supply means for delivering a breathing gas 
to at least one of nose and mouth of the diver at a 
pressure within about l or 2 pounds of the ambient 
hydrostatic pressure; 

d. a video camera disposed in the housing and having 
an electric supply and an electric output; 

e. electric conductors connected through the housing 
to the camera with a watertight joint; 
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f. and a pressure conduit connecting the gas supply permitting unidirectional gas flow to the instru 
system to the housing, so that the housing is sub- ment housing; 
jected Only to the difference between hydrostatic ft and a check valve vent disposed in the housing and 
pressure and breathing pressure. venting directly to the water, whereby gasses gen 

5. Diving equipment as stated in claim 1 wherein a 5 erated in the instrument housing will be vented 
check valve is disposed in conduit for one-way gas ?ow rather than ?ow m the diver’s face, 
into the housing and the housing has a check valve vent 8' The Combination of diving gear and instrument 
to the water. whereby noxious gasses generated in the housing Comprising: 
housing “in be prevented from ?owing to Said air Space a. breathing means for at least one of a diver's nose 
means and instead will be vented to the water. it) and mouth; 

6. Diving equipment as set forth in claim 5, wherein 
the breathing space means also has a vent directly to 
the water. 

7. The combination of diving gear and an instrument 
housing comprising: 1 

a. means defining a breathing space for at least one 
of a diver’s nose and mouth; 

b. a lightly constructed waterproof instrument hous 
ing adapted to be secured to the diver‘s body; in 
strument means in the instrument housing that pro- 20 
duces an obnoxious gas; 

b‘ a lightly constructed waterproof instrument hous 
ing; instrument means in the instrument housing 
that produces an obnoxious gas 

a breathing gas supply means supplying gas at ap 
proximately hydrostatic pressure including conduit 
means connecting the breathing gas supply means 
to said breathing means and to said instrument 
housing; 

d. a valve means in said conduit means and con 

nected to the instrument housing to allow gas to 

c. a breathing gas system supplying gas at approxi- ?ow one Way into the housing; _ 
mately hydrostatic pressure and connected to the 6' and "163115 i" said housing for Venting gases from 
breathing space means; said housing directly to the water, whereby the 

d. a gas connection between the breathing space 25 diver is not exposed to any gasses that may be gen 
means and the instrument housing; erated in the instrument housing. 

6. a ?rst check valve disposed in said gas connection * * * * * 
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